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What's that you say? You want more village growth? Well be careful where you stand, because the

Mist Village just took a viagra-cialis sandwich and there is a stiff breeze blowing! (I can make some

more references if you're still not getting the point ... did you see what I did there?)
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Gamers as well I suppose, but this only just like, my opinion, man. I'm assuming you've read the

previous three books in the serious, if not start here NOW!!Ã‚Â The Land: Founding: A LitRPG

Saga (Chaos Seeds Book 1)As I've stated in my reviews for his previous books, I am SO HOOKED

on the story and characters and how both are advancing. I've grown attached to the main

characters and now his friends, and I feel like I'm traveling and fighting right along with them. And

the bloodshed really satisfies your bloodlust!In this book a lot of new characters were introduced

and their backstories were nicely delved into. Also a LOT more possible plot lines were introduced,

to the point that I was getting nervous that none of them would ever be reconciled. I've currently

finished book 6 and while there's still roads to be traveled, don't worry :-)To me this book had a

slightly darker feel and the characters aren't as black and white as those previously introduced.

Richter's powers are growing and with it a larger sense of responsibility and a striving to stay to

what he thinks is his right path. It seemed to me that he was getting a firmer grasp on the reality of

his immortality and has started laying the grounds for the beginning of a...well you'll see :-)

King of kongs and father of modern litrpg movement back at it again with the kickass development.



Everything from kingdom building to intrigue grips you by the tits on this exciting fantasy thrill ride! I

could write some generic quote like move over harry potter there is a new king in town, but do i even

need to? This story speaks for itself on sooo many levels. If you are a seasoned lit vet or new to the

genre all together welcome to the family and the madness and for damn sure make this book a

priority! I mean after book one of course then let the chaos flow through your veins as you fall

deeper down the rabbit hole without a rabbit to guide you, you will however have futen! Thats almost

as good?!?!? Kidding futens the best!!

I'd like to first admit this review is biased. I have an insane love of litrpg books. This series is my

favorite. It combines rpg with city building rpg very well. I've spent a long time looking for an actual

video game that does this. Nothing comes close to the feeling of reading the story instead of playing

it.I'm sure there are some flaws in the books but nothing that took me out of the story so I didn't

notice them. If you like any litrpg books you will probably love this one. If you have a love of fantasy

and rpg games you should try the genre. (Chaos Seeds is a good start but there are many more if

for some reason you can't get into this one just look them up.)

Anybody playing on line rpg is sure to identify with the characters in this series of books. I really

enjoyed the way the maincharacter must make his selection of AA points and the consequenses of

his choosing. I lost a lot of sleep over these books. Too bad the series is not complete and I have to

wait for the next volume.

This is another installment of "the Land" I have purchased each and every one. I stay up late to

finish the one I am reading and look for the next one.

Wow! Couldn't put it down!Aleron Kong has taken a novel approach to this book series, and they

are fantastic. I finished reading book 1 to 6 really fast, and can't wait for book 7. These are literary

crack, you get seriously addicted! Aleron definitely deserves 5 stars! I highly recommend this series!

Another great book from Aleron, the work this man puts in his writing and the LitRPG group is

amazing. Keep up the great work brother!

For a more thorough review of the series as a whole, please see my review for The Land: Founding

under the heading "Surprisingly Refreshing LitRPG".The Land: Catacombs didn't go the direction I



thought it would. Still, it was a great book! I like the direction Mr Kong is taking this series. He is

taking his time to flesh both his world and his story out. I appreciate that he is not rushing to the end

but is taking his time much the same way one would need to do side quests and such in an RPG in

order to level up and be strong enough to tackle the boss or endgame content.
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